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1. Introduction. To any real-valued function / continuous on the inter-

val [a, b], there exists, for every pair of non-negative integers n, m a unique

best Tchebycheff approximation r*(n, ro) among all rational functions of

the form

a0 + axx +-h anxn
rin, ro; x) =

b0 + bxx+ ■■■+ bmx"

in which the numerator and denominator polynomials are relatively prime

and Z\bi\ — 1»  i.e., r(n,m) ¿¿r*(n,m)  implies

Ein,m,f) = max|/(x) — r*(n,ro;x)| < max|/(x) — r(ra,ro; x)|.

Cf. Achieser [ 1 ].
In this paper, we investigate the behavior of the error functional

Ein,m,f), in terms of the continuity properties of the function /, for

various hypotheses on the growth of the degrees n and m of the numerator

and denominator polynomials. §2 generalizes some results of Walsh [2]

concerning the conditions under which Ein,m,f) approaches zero with

increasing n and ro, while §3 gives conditions under which Ein,m,f) does

not approach zero; the results in these sections are shown to have counter-

parts when other fundamental Markoff systems in C[a,b] replace the

system {l,x,x2, ••■ ).

A theorem of Jackson [3] on Tchebycheff approximation by poly-

nomials states that

mn,0,fíSZZZ!„(,,l),

where w is the modulus of continuity of / on [a,b]:

wif,&)=  sup |/(x)-/(y)|.
l*-y|sa
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§4 contains some extensions of this theorem to approximation by recipro-

cals of polynomials; §5 obtains a special estimate of E(0, m, f) for the

function fix) = | x |.

If all that is known about a function to be approximated is that it is

continuous, a theorem of Bernstein [4] shows that no upper bound can

be established for the rapidity with which the error of the best polynomial

Tchebycheff approximation approaches zero as the degree of the poly-

nomial approaches infinity. §6 presents similar theorems for various

classes of rational approximations.

2. Convergence conditions. In this section, we investigate the conditions

under which the error functional E{n,m,f) approaches zero with increas-

ing n and m. The symbol C[a,6] denotes the space of real-valued func-

tions continuous on the interval [a,b\. Most of the possibilities are covered

by the following theorem, which is implied directly by the Weierstrass

theorem on  polynomial   approximation.

Theorem.   If fEC[a,b], then

lim Ein, m,f) = 0.
n—»<o

The remaining choices of interest are those for which n remains bounded

by some constant A; these can be handled by studying the behavior of

Eik,m,f) for fixed A as m approaches infinity. The results for Eik,m,f)

can be found as corollaries to a more general theorem. A set of functions

[g\,g2, •••} is fundamental in C[X], the space of all real-valued functions

continuous on an arbitrary region X, if C[X] is contained in the closure

of the set of all finite linear combinations

n

g = Zcig¿
i = \

i.e., if any fEC[X] can be approximated arbitrarily well in the Tcheby-

cheff sense by functions of the form Z"cigi-

Theorem 1. // the set of functions \gx,g2, • • •} is fundamental in C[X],

and if fEC[X] does not change sign on X, then f can be approximated arbi-

trarily well in the Tchebycheff sense by a function of the form

1

Z °igi-
1=1

Proof. Assume fix) ^ 0, without loss of generality, and define

tt 4     (l/fix)    if \fix)\£l/N,
flÁx) = \

\N if |/(i)| <1//Y.
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As/G C[X], so is fN for any N. For any function of the form

n

g = Zcigi,
;=i

it follows that

1 II 1   I
+

>~\ <~h J__l
ÍN       g

4 + g-fs
gfs

Choose any €,0<«<1,  and  let  N>2/t.   Since   {gx,g2, •••}   is  funda-

mental in C[ X], there exists a function of the form g such that

\\fN~g\\T< B(2B 3 1) '

where B = \\f\\T.   As Mx) = 1/B,

Thus,

\gix)

1

g

1 t
>B~ BÍ2B + 1)

1 1
>B~ BÍ2B + 1)

T' N   +

*!+*.

1;

/a-

2ß +

1

g

2B + 1'

{g-ÍNÍT

t te

BÍ2B + 1) = 2 + 2 = £'

Theorem 1 also holds if C[X] is taken to be the space of all complex-

valued functions continuous on a region X. When applied to rational

approximation of functions analytic in the interior of a closed Jordan

region in the complex plane and continuous on the boundary, the com-

plex form of Theorem 1 and a result of Walsh [5], guaranteeing that the

error of polynomial approximations to such functions approaches zero,

imply the following theorem, also due to Walsh [2].

Theorem (Walsh). /// is analytic and different from zero in the interior

of a closed Jordan region X in the complex plane, and continuous on the

boundary of X, then

\imEiO,m,f) = 0.

Theorem 1 and the Weierstrass theorem, or the above Walsh theorem

and the Cauchy integral theorem, imply the corresponding result for

continuous functions on the interval [a,b].

Corollary la. If fEC[a,b] and f does not change sign on [a,b], then
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HmEiO,m,f) = 0.
m—> oo

Theorem 1 implies a number of stronger results, of which the following

is typical. If {p¡] is a sequence of positive real numbers such that

r    1Z - = °°,    limp; = °°,
;=i Pi

and X= [a,b], then, by a theorem of Muntz [6], the set of functions

jl,xP1,xP2, •••} is fundamental in C[a,b].   Thus follows

Corollary lb. If fEC[a,b] and f does not change sign on [a,b], and

the sequence (p¿) is as above, then f can be approximated arbitrarily closely

in the Tchebycheff sense by functions of the form

a0 + a1xpi+.-.+amxPm

A further remark on Theorem 1 is that if X is not connected, it is allow-

able for / to have opposite signs on different components of X, as long as

the change of sign does not occur in the component.

Another corollary gives a result for Eik,m,f) for a fixed integer A.

Corollary lc. // fEC[a,b] with sign changes at xx, •••,xJG [a,b],

with j ^ A, and /(x)/(x — xx) • • ■ (x — xj) is continuous on [a,b], then

limEik, m,f) =0.

Proof. Let P¡ = (x — xx) ■ ■ ■ (x — xj). Then, for any polynomial Pm of

degree m,

P

Since f/PjE C[a,b] and does not change sign on  [a,b],  Corollary  la

guarantees that

UmEiO,m,f/Pj) = 0.

Since

Eik,m,f) í^PjWtEÍO^J/Pj),

it follows that

limEik,m,f) = 0.
m—>°o

3. Results of negative character. Some of the above results for Eik,m,f)

have converses—i.e., it can be shown that continuous functions which

^  \Pj\:
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change sign too many times cannot be approximated uniformly well by

functions of form r(A, m) for fixed A. A general result of this nature can be

stated in terms of a Marko ff system \gx,g2, ■ • •}'■ a system of functions in

C[a,b] such that no nontrivial generalized polynomial cxgx + • ■ ■ + c„gn

formed from the first n functions in the system vanishes at more than n

points.

Theorem 2. // [gy,g2, ••■} is a Markoff system in C[ a, b], and fEC[a, b]

changes sign more than A times in [a,b], then f cannot be approximated

arbitrarily well in the Tchebycheff sense by functions of the form

cxgx H-h ckgk

digx +-h dmgm '

Proof. Suppose / changes sign at xi, •••,xk+1; then / alternates at some

A + 2 points Xi, • • •,xk+2E[a,b].   Let

r, = min(|/(xi) |, • • -,\fixk+2)|).

If there exists

cxgx +-1- ckgk
g =

dxgx H-h dmgm '

such that \\f — g\\r<v, then g also alternates at xx, ■■■,xk+2. However,

the only way g can change sign in [x¿,x¿+i] and satisfy ||/ — gjr<v < °°

is for X*C/gy(x¿) = 0 for some x¡E [x¡,xi+x], for i = 1, ■••,k + 1. But,

since [gx,g2, ••• | is a Markoff system, this implies Zk°igi = 0, contradict-

ing the statement ||/ — g||r<>J.

Theorem 2 thus provides converses to Corollaries la and lb.

Corollary 2a.  If fEC[a,b], then

limEiO,m,f) =0

if and only if f does not change sign on [a, b].

Corollary 2b.   // fEC[a,b] and a > 0, then f can  be approximated

arbitrarily well on [a,b] by functions of the form

a(x) = _-_
a0 + axxn+...+amx'"n'

for integers p, > 0 sucA that

Z — =co, limP' = °°.
¿=1  Pi l^co

if and only if f does not change sign on [ a, b].

Proof. This follows from Corollary lb and Theorem 2, since the func-
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tions xPÍ, i = 1,2, ••-, form a Markoff system on the positive real axis.

A partial converse to Corollary lc is also provided by Theorem 2.

Corollary 2c.  If fEC[a,b], and f changes sign more than k times on

[a,b], then

limEik,m,f) ;¿0.
m—»cd

For a function / satisfying a Lipschitz condition with constant M, the

Jackson theorem states:

, — ,.■..        ,-,,    ~ *»     b — a   itM
fEUpM=>Ein,0,f)^— '-fr-

it has been conjectured that perhaps a stronger result holds for rational

approximation—i.e.,  perhaps

cM
f ElApM ==> Ein,m,f) £

n + m

for some constant c. Corollary 2c shows that this is not the case; in fact,

we have the following statements.

Corollary 2d.   // F(ZC[a,b] includes a function which changes sign

more than k times on [a, b], and if g{n,m,f) is a functional such that

limgik, m,f) =0
m—»oo

for all fEF, then gin,m,f) is not an upper bound for Ein,m,f) for the

family F.

Corollary 2e. // we define, for a family FE C[a,b], the functional

Ein,m,F) = sup E in, m, f),

then there exists no constant c such that

T-,, T  -       . r, CM
Ein,m,LrpM) ^

n + m

for all n,m.

It should be noted, however, that Theorem 2 does not hold in the space

of complex-valued functions continuous on [a,b]. Any real-valued func-

tion on [a,6], regardless of the number of sign changes, can be approxi-

mated arbitrarily well by the reciprocal of a complex-valued polynomial

not vanishing on [a,b]. For, given any real-valued fEC[a,b] and any

« > 0, there is some compact set X in the complex plane, containing [a,b],

for which the function /¿ = / + it/2 does not vanish. By the complex form

of Theorem 1, then, there exists a polynomial P, such that |/¡(z) — 1/P¡(z) |
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<í/2 for zEX. Therefore, on [a,b], the polynomial P, does not vanish

and, furthermore, satisfies

/ Pi
=?Ï/-/.-|t + fi

1

Pi
t      t

r<2 + 2 = £-

4. The effect of continuity properties on the error of the best rational Tche-

bycheff approximation. In this section, we consider extensions to rational

approximation of the Jackson theorem, stated in terms of the modulus

of continuity <d(/,5) of a function / defined on [ — 1,1]:

*«|*'te)'
It was shown in the previous section that the Jackson theorem cannot be

extended to Ein, m, f) in such a way as to obtain

\imEik,m,f) =0

for fixed A and arbitrary / G Lip M ; this is because Lip M contains func-

tions which change sign more than A times on [ — 1, l]. However, we can

use the Jackson results to obtain upper bounds on the error functional

E(A, m, /) for certain subclasses of function / which do not change sign on

[ — 1,1], in particular, the family

F,«{/:|/(x)|M.

We begin with the following simple lemma.

Lemma 1. If fEF„, then

■(?.■)'3s
Proof.

>( 7,5) =   su]
W      '        |x-y|

sup
-ylâi

sup
\x-y\Si

fix)    fiy)

fiy) - fix)
fix)fiy)

-»if, 6)

The following theorem and its corollary give estimates of EiO, m, f) and

Eik,m,f) for suitably restricted functions /.

Theorem 3.  // /G Fpn C[ — 1, l], iAen, for every t > 0, there exists N

such that m> N implies

A(0, m,f) <(! + £)-2- •
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Proof.

f —
1

W
By the Jackson theorem and Lemma 1,

*■  m

1_

~Pm

1

Vf

1     wif,w/im + D)

f P2

Pm-l/f

Pm-l/f    \\t-

"(proTï)

ü)(/,ir/(ro + l))
11/Ik-2-

Since u>if,ir/im + 1)) [ 0 as ro—> <», it follows, for any t > 0, that, for ro

sufficiently large,

/- _1 < a + «)
|2T«(/,x/(m + l))

Corollary 3a. //, /or soroe polynomial Pk, f/PkEF„r\ C[a,b], then, for

every e > 0, there exists N such that ro > N implies

Eik,m,f)<il + e)
|/|r.|//P*|T-«(/7iW(m + l))

Proof. This statement follows from Theorem 3 and the relations

f-
Pk Pmf-Pk

= 11/11:
Pn

Pm-
Pk

f

Theorem 3 and Corollary 3a can be extended by using extensions of the

Jackson theorem; for example, the following corollary holds.

Corollary 3b. If f,f ,---,fip) EF„C\C[a,b], and fp) ELipß,0 < ß z% 1,
then, for some constant M,

M
Ei0,m,f) = p+tf.m

As a final remark in this section, we observe that the bounds on Ein, ro, /)

implied by the above results are no stronger than those given by the

Jackson theorem for Ein, 0, f). Approximation of the function / + c by

1/Pm is equivalent to approximation of / by

P  '

1 1 - cPm
T~c = ^p~
í m í m

thus Eim,m,f) ^ ¿?(0, ro,/+ c) for any constant c. Since as c becomes

large, the ratio |/||2/p2 approaches unity, it follows by Theorem 3 for

every t > 0 that for sufficiently large ro,
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Eim,m,f) <a + t)wMr)
which is equivalent to the conclusion obtained by the Jackson theorem

for all m.

5. An estimate of EiO,m,f) for fix) =|x|. There are some functions /

EC[ — 1,1], such as fix) =\x\, which are not in F„ for any p nor do they

satisfy f/PkEF„nC[ — 1,1] for any Pk, so that neither Theorem 3 nor

Corollary 3a apply. However, they have no sign change on [ — 1,1], so

that it is known by Corollary la that

lim EiO,m,f) = 0.
m—*»

Sometimes error estimates can be obtained for such functions by special

devices; we proceed to estimate Ei0,m,f) for fix) = |x| on [ — 1,1].

Define

|x| ^ m"173,

1/3

{    1*1'
m1/3,    |x| <m

Since /m(x) EC[ — 1,1], and, since

'-Í + "m        7m

it follows that

Ei0,m,f)^m-1'3 +

ám"1/3 +

P f1 ml m
{fm'm-TXl

sup/;(x),
1 - tm m + l[_i,ij

where tm [ 0 with increasing m.  Thus, for m sufficiently large,

EiO,m,f) è m~1/3 + -m2/3 = ^tl.
m m110

6. Lethargy theorems for rational Tchebycheff approximations.   In   the

previous section, we obtained estimates of the error incurred in approxi-

mating a function fEC[a,b] by rational functions, in terms of certain

smoothness properties enjoyed by the function in addition to its con-

tinuity. Suppose all we know is that fEC[a,b]. Can we find any esti-

mates of the rapidity with which the error E{n, m, f) approaches zero as

n and m approach infinity? This question has been answered by Bernstein

[4] in the negative for the error E{n,0,f) of the best polynomial approxi-

mation.
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Theorem (Bernstein). For any nonincreasing sequence of real num-

bers \An) with limit zero, there exists fEC[a,b] such that

Ein,0,f) = An.

Theorems of this sort have been termed lethargy theorems, as they

state that Ein, 0, f) can approach zero with any prescribed degree of leth-

argy as n approaches infinity. Some approximation properties of the

partial sums of certain series of Tchebycheff polynomials allow us to

obtain lethargy theorems for rational Tchebycheff approximations. The

following lemma, taken from [ 7], is an extension of a result of Bernstein [ 8].

Lemma 2. 1. For any summable sequence a= |a¿} of nonnegative real

numbers a„ the function

fia,k,q)=ZaiTkqi_y,
i-\

where T¡ is the Tchebycheff polynomial of degree j shifted to the interval [a, b],

kis a positive integer, and q is an odd integer greater than unity, is continuous

on  [a,b].

2. For any n^O, the polynomial

n

f„ia,k,q) =ZaiTkqi-X
i=l

has, as an approximation to f, an error curve

fia,k,q) -f„ia,k,q) =   Z a.^-i
i-n+1

which alternates in sign k-qn-\-l times on  [a,b] with common amplitude

A„=   Z ai-
i-n+1

3. Thus, as a best approximation to fia,k,q),

fnia,k,q)=r*ikqn-1+t,u)

for n = 1 and for all integers t, u such that

0 = t z% kiq" - q"-1) -1,    Oz%uzi kiqn - q"-1) - 1.

Also, the constant 0 is the best approximation

r*it, u)    for 0 = t z% k - 1,       OzZuz%k-l.

Note that if the sequence a consists of powers of a positive real number

a < 1, the resulting function fia,l,q) is an example of the celebrated

Weierstrass function: if aq = 1, fia, l,q) is continuous on [ — 1, l] but non-
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differentiable there (cf. Achieser [l]). By proper choice of the integers A

and q and the sequence a, we then obtain the following lethargy theorems.

Theorem 4. For any nonincreasing sequence of real numbers \An) with

limit zero and for any fixed integer A, there exists fE C[a,b] such that

Eik.3"-\k-l,f) = An.

Proof. Consider the function

fia, A, 3) = ^ajTj.jj.!,
¿-i

where a = {a¿( is such that a, = A,_i — A¡, and T, is the Tchebycheff poly-

nomial of degree 7 shifted to [a,b]. By Lemma 2, the polynomial

n

fAa, A, 3) = Za>Tk.3i-i
i=i

is the best approximation r*(A • 3n_1, A — 1), with an associated approxi-

mation error

E(A.3"-1,A-l,/) = ¿   a¡ = An.
i=n+\

Corollary 4a. For any nonincreasing sequence of real numbers \An)

with limit zero, any fixed integer A, and any sequence of integers \jn\ such

that jn+x 2ï 3/n, there exists fE C[a, b] such that

Eijn,k - l,f) = An.

Proof. Let m„ = log3(7„/A); each jn produces a different integer m„, since

jn+i^3jn. Then,

fia,k,Z) ~Za¡Tk.¿H,
¿-i

where a¿ = A¡_i — A,, satisfies the claim. This follows since, by Lemma 3,

Eik - 3"""^ - 1,/) = ... = Eik - 2T^l-\,k- 1,/) = AM

and since, by construction, each jn is between A • 3™" and A • s"1"*1 — l.

The following lethargy theorem holds for all families of rational func-

tions in which the ratio of the degree of the denominator polynomial to

the degree of the numerator polynomial is bounded by some nonnegative

real number c.

Theorem 5. For any nonincreasing sequence of real numbers {An\, with

limit zero, and any real number c> 0, there exists fEC[a,b] such that, for

some infinite sequence \jn\,
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Eijn,[cjn],f)=An.

Proof. Consider the function

/=¿U¿_1-A1)T3*i,
¡=i

where the A, satisfy

3*¿+i _ 3*¡ _ !

Since Lemma 3 guarantees that

Ei3k»,3k"+l- 3*"- 1,/) = A„,

the choice jn = 3*" satisfies

EiJn,[cjn],f)=An.
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